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THE SCIENCE AND ART OF TABLE TOP
A good table top need to withstand the wear and tear impacts encountered everyday, besides maintaining its aesthetic 
appearance. Various material used in the making of tables, such as wood, plastic or steel has differing values in durability, 
intrinsic beauty, environmental friendly and cost as well.

Here, at ISOTOP we use science in the making of a tabletop. Plantation wood chips, resin and wax are formulated and 
precisely moulded under high pressure and temperature, with a durable surface laminate to withstand the daily impact 
encountered. Our high density table edges are fully laminated during the moulding process giving it a smooth and tough 
resistance against wear and tear at the table perimeter. From this process and formulation, we promise you the laboratory 
evidences of table top qualities from  ISOTOP Advantage and ISOTOP Plus. 

Choosing the design and colour of table tops could be a daunting task. Whether you prefer the warmth of wood grains, 
the coolness of stones or the simplicity of solid colours, we have a variety of colour and designs to beautify and suit your 
needs. Besides our standard range, you can also customise your own design onto our tabletops. Capture your creative 
designs or imaginations, as renown designers have show case their art work in ISOTOP. Alternatively, commercial messages 
or logos are imprinted on our table tops by advertisers in their art of persuasions.

ISOTOP combines the confidence of science and the beauty of art in the making of a good table top, for use in both 
indoors and outdoors.

ISOTOP ADVANTAGE
Weather Resistant
Resistant against all types of weather 
conditions.

Stain Resistant 
Impermeable against corrosive and 
sticky substances from liquid or solid 
food.

Stability
Neither too heavy not too light, yet 
stable when laden and withstands 
gusts of wind.

Scratch Resistant
Withstands scratching from crockery 
and cutlery.

Resistant to Cigarette Burns 
If a cigarette falls on the top by 
mistake, it will burn itself out without 
leaving a mark on the surface.

Minimum Maintenance 
Simple wiping with wet cloth or mild 
detergent to remove stains.

Heat Resistant
No apparent adverse effect from hot 
food on its surface nor suffer cigarette 
bums. 

Elegant & Comfortable
Smooth satin-finish and colour variety 
to match any decoration. Rounded 
comers and edges ensure safety and 
comfortable seating arrangement.

Damp Proof
Damp proof features with sealed 
surface and edges.

Creative Finishing
Through digital printing, the tabletop 
is customizable to meet different 
needs.

*Photo courtesy of Betty’s Kitchen
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ABOUT ISOTOP CORPORATION SDN BHD
ISOTOP CORPORATION SDN BHD was incorporated in 1980 with a manufacturing plant located in Malaysia. 
It produces high quality melamine tabletops and chair seats using German technology with certification of ISO9001 
and ISO14001 in quality and environmental management system.

ISOTOP tabletops and chair seats are recommended by architects, interior designers and governmental procurement 
authorities, worldwide. These products are marketed by distributors in the Asia Pacific, Middle East, European 
communities and ASEAN countries.

ISOTOP CORPORATION SDN BHD offers three range of durable table tops, 35MM, 888TOP and BASIC in new 
designs and colours.

Awards

1991 - Product Excellence Award
1995 - ISO 9001: Quality Management System
2000 - Industry Excellence Award
2002 - ISO 14001: Environment Management System
2004 - I. Tex Silver Medal NoSkin Molded Particle Board 
2005 - Anugerah Industri Komoditi KPPK
2009 - MFLA-Brand Excellence Award
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The ISOTOP designs are categorized 
neatly into 8 categories:

ISOart
Wood
Stone

Material
Fantasy

Solid
Duet

Advertop

Let’s look at what we offer to you...

*Photo courtesy of Dome Cafe
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This designer collection is specially created by Cilicon Faytory, a Singapore-based 
mulit-displinary design studio.Directed by Cici Chen (industrial designer) and 
Lui Honfay (architect) the studio is able to offer designs that combined their 
individual experiences in detailed product knowledge from an industrial design 
standpoint and space application from an architectural perspective.The result 
is the ultimate in aesthetically pleasing, user-oriented designs that have won 
awards in numerous international competitions. Their designs are extensively 
exhibited at various international furniture fairs.

This mini collection is an exploration of how graphic can be applied in commercial 
spaces. The diversified styles would be able to meet different exterior or interior 
spatial qualities. 

Designed byLui Honfay Cici Chen

ISOart
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Leaves, Floral, Nest Maroon, 
Nest Pale Green, Porcelain, Tikar
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* Leaves
Inspired by the beauty of nature, the natural leaf fall image is digitalized and 
turned into architectural pattern that can complement interior spaces. The half 
tone dot pattern is interesting from far distance as well as a close-up look.
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* Floral
A beautiful and poetic floral theme is used here to create romantic spaces with 

a soft touch.

*Digital Print        
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* Nest Maroon
Inspired by lines of nest, the pattern is architectural yet natural to the eyes. The 
two colour options give different feel to the space.
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* Nest Pale Green

*Digital Print        
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Leaves, Floral, Porcelain
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* Porcelain
Inspired by Chinese porcelain glaze cracking techniques, the unusual pattern 

will give an abstracted oriental look to the space.

*Digital Print        
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* Tikar 
Tikar is a popular traditional multi-purpose mat used in Southeast Asia. Here 
the updated pattern will contribute an interesting traditional look to the ambience.
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Nest Maroon, Nest Pale Green, Tikar
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Being a natural and warm material, wood is used widely in interior spaces to 
create appealing ambience. We have a variety of wood pattern selection to suit 
different interior styles.

WOOD
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Washed Oak, Plum Natural, Dark Oak
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Oak

Butcher Block
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Beech

Teak
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Washed Oak, Dark Oak
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Bombay

Maple
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Dark Walnut

Zebrano Rustic
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Walnut

Washed Oak

ISOTOP PLUS option: Refer to pg63 for more details
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Plum Natural
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Plum Natural

Dark Oak

ISOTOP PLUS option: Refer to pg63 for more details
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Natural and durable, stone is used widely in table top. Combining the beauty 
of stone and the advantages of Isotop table top, the selection of stone patterns 
here has a wide application.

STONE
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Onyx

Marble Light
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Rocky

Travertin
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Utah, Flamed Granite
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Flamed Granite

Utah
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Granite

Congo

ISOTOP PLUS option: Refer to pg63 for more details
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Here Material includes a wide spectrum of choices like metal and concrete. 
They are generally architectural finishes and the selection is carefully chosen to 
match the architectural materials in interior spaces.

MATERIAL
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* Cork

* Rust Metal

*Digital Print        
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Criss, Compressed Grey, Cement
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* Wicker

Silver

*Digital Print        
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* Leather

Criss
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* Mosaic

* Digital Print     ISOTOP PLUS option: Refer to pg63 for more details
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Compressed grey

Cement
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Cement
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As suggested by the name, the Fantasy range is fun and 
dynamic to capture your imagination. The themes can be 
unconventional yet relevant to interior design concepts.

FANTASY
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* Coffee Beans

Yangon
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Spots

Fern
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Yangon, Spots, Fern

ISOTOP PLUS option: Refer to pg63 for more details
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Coffee Beans, Strawberry, Sunflower
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* Strawberry

* Sunflower

* Digital Print     
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The solid colour are basic and classic. They are essential 
to any look or aura in interior spaces. The colours and hues 
are selected specially to create the modern look.

SOLID
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Black

White

ISOTOP PLUS option: Refer to pg63 for more details
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Yellow

Pearl White
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Warm Grey

Green

ISOTOP PLUS option: Refer to pg63 for more details
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Red 

Blue
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Orange
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These elegant two-tone tabletops are used in hotels, bistro 
and food courts. Uniquely matched with harmonious or 
contrasting combinations, providing a wide range of 
selection to blend with any design theme.

DUET
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Black/Marble Light
Black/Bombay
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Marble Light/Flamed Granite

Black/Marble Light
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Marble Light/Flamed Granite Black/Bombay

Black/Marble Light Washed Oak/Utah 
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Spots/Fern

Walnut/Plum Natural
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Dark Oak/Washed Oak

Black/Cement
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A new media of commercial advertisement by ISOTOP. 
Product logos, insignias and labels can be laminated onto 
the durable and high resistant tabletops for coffee houses, 
pubs, bistro, food courts or cafeteria. 

4-coloured images or colour illustrations with radiant 
colour quality using digital printing technology is now 
available permanently on ISOTOP tables. 

Advertop are available from an order of just 50 pieces.
File formats in TIFF or JPEG preferably in 300dpi.

ADVERTOP
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SOME OF OUR EARLIER PROJECTS
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ISOTOP ADVANTAGE
ISOTOP Advantages are in build properties of a durable surface, high density 
substrate and  smooth edges.  ISOTOP Advantages include durable surface 
qualities produced with heat  resistance, burning cigarette retardant  and 
scratch resistance. The tough surface requires minimum maintenance and 
house hold detergent for cleaning. The high and compact substrate are moulded 
under high pressure and temperature, giving it strength and stability  to weather 
resistance and outdoor use.

Product qualities with in build ISOTOP Advantages are manufactured under 
Quality Management System ISO9001 and using plantation timber for 
environment protection, Environment Management System ISO14001 to meet 
our ISOTOP promise.

ISO9001 
Quality Management System            

ISO14001 
Environmental Management System

PROMISE

ISOTOP PLUS

Extra Protective Surface
TUV and EN438 Standard

Decorative Layer
High UV Resistance and 
Blue Wool Scale Rating

Thick Kraft Barriers

ISOTOP PLUS

Improved Substrate Formula

Strong Reinforce Backer

1

2

3

4

5

Accreditation No: QS 02121999 CB 01         

Accreditation No: EMS17122002 CB 02
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*Photo courtesy of Betty’s Kitchen
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35MM
A durable table top manufactured to international quality standards. Table top surface comes with high gloss finishing 
for everlasting new and fresh outlook. A uniformed smooth and compacted 35 mm thick edge for robust and chunky 
appearance. 35MM table tops are used in restaurants, cafeterias, food courts, fast food outlets, garden and outdoor 
tables. 35MM table tops are available on request in high weather resistance and extra surface toughness qualities of 
ISOTOP Plus for  more intensive usage.

888TOP
A light weight table top produced  with standard qualities of  ISOTOP Advantages. Table top surface has  durable and 
matt finishing  effect for less intensive usage. A unique protruded 18mm thick edge neatly surrounds the 888TOP, 
to prevent liquid spillages from over flowing to the table end. 888TOP are used with foldable underframe for space 
saving when not in use and light weight for portability. 888TOP are used as spare tables at homes, picnics, camping 
and temporary food stalls.

EDGE PROFILES

35mm

18mm

*Photo courtesy of Betty’s Kitchen

18mm

13mm

BASIC
The original and ancestor version of ISOTOP products. Table top surface are produced in matt finishing for camouflaged 
effect  and  scratch resistance quality. BASIC table tops are moulded with  a  timeless  waterfall  edge  in 26mm 
thickness. Manufactured with time proven qualities of  ISOTOP Advantages, BASIC table tops are used  as  durable 
dining tables, dinette set, kitchen tables and  eatery tables.

26mm

18mm
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ISOTOP CORPORATION SDN BHD (36939-K)
Lot 21, Tanjung Agas Industrial Estate,
P.O. Box 91, 84000 Ledang, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: 606-952 0857,951 7285 Fax: 606-952 5041
URL: www.isotop.com.my
Email: isotop@isotop.com.my

Copyright 2013
© Isotop Corporation Sdn Bhd. All rights reserved.  

Art Direction: Cilicon Faytory

Isotop Corporation Sdn Bhd reserves the right to change, without prior notice, 
the textures, colours and patterns presented in this catalogue. The textures, 
colours and patterns are indicative as they are depending on the tolerances of 
the printing process.


